Summer School

of the University of Veterinary
Medicine Budapest

Draft programme
DAY 1:

Are you interested in medical sciences?
Do you want to identify and cure illnesses?
Do you like animals?
Have you ever considered becoming a veterinary doctor?
Details of the Summer School
DATE: 31 July – 06 August 2019
ACCOMODATION: apartment with shared bedrooms
(3-5 people) in the city centre
PRICE: 650 euro/student
AGE LIMIT: 15-25
APPLICATION DEADLINE: 31 May 2019
THE PRICE INCLUDES
» Transportation (airport pick-up and local transportation)
» Meals (breakfast, lunch and dinner every day)
» Classes
» Free time activities
» Tickets (e.g. zoo)

If yes, let us invite you to take part in our unforgettable Summer School
in the heart of Budapest!
It is not always easy to decide which profession is best for you. If you are considering becoming a
veterinarian, let us help you with a one-week programme to show you what university studies are
like as a vet student and life as a vet!
By the end of our summer school, you will have a better understanding on what vets do and have a
chance to try yourself in a number of vet-related activities (see the list below).
As a plus, the programme takes place in vibrant and cosmopolitan Budapest to ensure that you are
not only getting to know an exciting profession but also one of the most fascinating cities in Europe!
We welcome students with a strong interest in science subjects and in the field of veterinary science.
There is no application criteria to join our summer school. Students from the last two years of high
school (and after finishing high school studies) with a good command of English from all around the
world are welcome!

DAY 2:

Get to know your group and mentors! These people will be with you for the week and you will have a
chance to experience all that the veterinary university and Budapest has to offer for you with them!
On the second day, we will show you our 230-year-old university. You will see how the departments
and classrooms look like, and even better than that: you can wonder around in our fantastic
university park. At the small animal clinic you can sneak a peak at operations and minor procedures
being done to our furry patients.
In the afternoon you will take part in a physiology workshop where you will choose a small science
project you will get to work with in groups during the week. After that at a sightseeing tour you will
see why Budapest is one of the most popular tourist destinations in Europe. In the evening one of
the famous Budapest escape rooms will challenge you and your classmates.
Probably we all agree that dogs are loyal friends to us. However, as a vet you will need to 'get your
hands dirty' in order to cure them. Participating in the dissecting process will give you hands on
experience with a dog's anatomy.

DAY 3: Have you ever tried finding a vein on a dog's leg or put them on an IV? If not, you can try it in our
skills lab where our colleagues will help you practice!
Chemistry is not always the most popular subject in high school but with a little creativity it may
surprise you. In our laboratory we will show you how Chemistry can be interesting and fun!
During the weekend we are going to spend time with animals that are healthy and alive for a change.
We are planning to have a dog assisted training where we will have a chance to get to know each
DAY 4: other better with the help of our „dog coaches”. The day continues with some sightseeing when we
are going to explore iconic parts of the city from a little closer: the Hospital in the Rock Nuclear
Bunker Museum or Széchenyi Thermal Bath.
The day starts with a visit to an animal shelter and animal farms where we get a chance to pet some
dogs, parrots, chinchillas. Besides the fun part of such a program, we will put the veterinary aspect
DAY 5: of these places into the activities.
In the afternoon we will have a meeting with a veterinarian at the Zoo and get to know the unusual
and fascinating job of a zoo veterinarian.
On the last day we will visit the University’s large animal clinic where all the horses and farm
DAY 6: animals are healed.
In the evening we will gather to summarize our week and present the project works in groups.

If you wish to participate in our Summer School, please send us your application
or contact us via email or over the phone:
vetmed@univet.hu or +36-1-478-4282.
For more information about us and the veterinary medicine profession please visit our website:
www.univet.hu/en

